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Implement best practices, uncover and  
solve M365 issues before they happen.
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For too long, Microsoft 365 administrators have 
grappled with the complexities of managing, 
governing, and securing their environments. Without 
a unified solution, they’ve been left in the dark, 
relying on scattered reports and guesswork.

The result? Uncertainty about what needs to be done 
and when. It’s time for a change.

Next page →

Microsoft 365  
is challenging 
out of the box



Orchestry Recommendations
Orchestry Recommendations is your beacon of clarity in the 

complex world of Microsoft 365, guiding your decision-making like 
a team of experts and anticipating challenges before they arise.

I N T R O D U C I N G 

Unlock the full power of  
Microsoft 365 with Orchestry
• Trusted by thousands of IT admins, and partners

• Fully secure application, SOC2 Security compliant

Book my demo →

Name

Email

https://www.orchestry.com/demo-request?utm_campaign=Lead%20Gen%20-%20Resource%20-%20Recommendations%20Feature%20Sheet&utm_source=Recommendations%20Feature%20Sheet&utm_content=Demo%20Request


Microsoft Teams
Channel info, App usage, 
and interactions

M365 Reports
Historical usage data for 
Exchange, OneDrive, and apps

SharePoint
Lists, Libraries, Pages, Hub Site 
Configuration, and more

M365 Audit Logs
Events related to link sharing, 
permissions, and more

Guest Info
Access, creation, status, 
and permissions

Licensing Info
License availability, 
assignments, and redundancies

How do Orchestry Recommendations work?
Orchestry Recommendations is a data-driven solution that provides 

instant insights into your M365 environment. It focuses on:

Orchestry gathers historical and current data from various  
Microsoft 365 APIs and instantly produces intelligent recommendations:

        Orchestry Recommendations



Address issues proactively, implement best  
practices and future-proof your environment.

Proactive Precision
Orchestry Recommendations provides dynamic 
insights, sparing you from tedious data analysis. 
With the ability to analyze historical data and 
trends, it proactively identifies issues BEFORE 
they impact your M365 environment, letting you 
invest your time where it matters most.

Prepare for the Future
Get ahead with Orchestry for Microsoft 
Copilot readiness. Tackle sprawl, prevent 
oversharing, and fortify your environment, 
ensuring you’re poised to unlock the 
potential of this groundbreaking technology.

Tailored Just for You
Your environment is unique, and so are 
its challenges. Orchestry’s intelligent 
adaptive triggers deliver personalized 
recommendations, cutting through the 
noise to address your specific needs.

Workspaces with Sensitivity Label Changes

You have 39 workspaces whose Sensitivity Label 
has been changed in the last 7 days

Urgent

Workspace Oversharing Detected

You have 227 Workspaces that have 
overshared content

Important

Copilot Readiness

OversharingSecurity



Taking action has never been easier.
Follow expert guidance step by step, resolving security risks and 
storage concerns effortlessly, all within a unified Orchestry interface.

View the 
recommendation

STEP  1

Review the 
recommended 
actions

STEP  2

Take action 
to resolve

STEP  3

View Details Resolve



Intelligent recommendations beyond 
standard Microsoft 365 capabilites.

Centralized Insights and Recommendations across Microsoft 365

Functionality

Data driven best practice suggestions specific to your tenant

Single consolidated list of recommendations for multiple M365 
workloads including Entra ID, SharePoint, Teams, Defender and others

Copilot readiness recommendations to help 
organizations get ready for AI in Microsoft 365

Proactive & predictive recommendations based on usage 
patterns and trends

Constantly evolving recommendations based on data 
and Microsoft 365 expertise

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Not 
Available

Cost 
Savings

$180,000.00
USD

A successful Copilot rollout relies  
on your tenant’s readiness for AI.
To deploy Copilot, you need either SharePoint 
Premium licenses for all M365 users in your 
organization, or a third-party tool like Orchestry.

SharePoint Premium for 5000 users will cost 
USD$180,000. Orchestry offers superior 
performance and functionality at a fraction of the 
cost, saving you over USD$130,000 annually.



See Orchestry in action
Orchestry offers a 28-day managed evaluation. Our managed evaluation 
allows you to see the power of Orchestry in your environment. It’s a risk-
free yet real-world experience led by a member of our Success Team.

These sessions will provide insights, instructions, and guidance while 
allowing members of your team to be in the driver’s seat throughout the 
sessions to explore the platform and gain firsthand experience.

Schedule a personalized 
live demo today!
Want to see a live demo of Orchestry before 
taking it for a spin in your environment?

Get Started →

60 mins 60 mins 60 mins 60 mins

Session 1 Session 2 Session 3 Session 4
Understand your tenant 

with Insights and 
Recommendations

Provisioning and 
Lifecycle Policies

Managing Guests 
Securely

Installation and 
Platform Overview

http://www.orchestry.com/trial-request?utm_campaign=Lead%20Gen%20-%20Resource%20-%20Recommendations%20Feature%20Sheet&utm_source=Recommendations%20Feature%20Sheet&utm_content=Trial%20Request
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